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Thank you to the 
TAT 
and to 

all viewers 
for joining.



Main objective

(+) Challenge conventional wisdoms

(+) Move beyond Recovery and Resilience

(+) REset the Mindset

(+) Provide a REality check

(+) Make Travel & Tourism a Part of the Solution



On 17 June 2020, Prime Minister 
Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha made this 

declaration: 

This	crisis	must	help	us	re-shape	our	
na2on….We	should	emerge	from	this	

terrible	Covid	ordeal	a	new	na2on	that	is	
stronger,	more	respected,	and	as	one	na2on	

bound	together	2ghtly	by	our	common	
heritage,	our	common	sacrifices,	and	our	

love	for	each	other.		We	must	now	lay	down	
the	fundamentals	for	sustainable	prosperity,	
and	open	the	way	for	Thais	to	rediscover	
who	and	what	they	really	are	and	all	that	

they	are	truly	capable	of	achieving.		



Communications played a critical role in helping Thailand 
pull off a remarkable success story.

The global Travel & Tourism industry has an opportunity to 
use its widespread communications networks to do the 

same.

This webinar is designed to advance that agenda.



Take a good hard look at the operating environment



The world is in a mess.
Problems are becoming crises

Travel & Tourism is reeling from the fallout of the pandemic
Information is in a state of anarchy



The Communication and Information 
explosion is contributing to a global 

DUMBING DOWN



Hence, the Most Important “Re” is…

REality Check



Thai Tourism’s Biggest Challenge in the post-Covid 
Era

How to really "Build Back Better” and 
prevent a return to the “Old Normal”



IT CAN BE DONE
Thailand is the Greatest Story in Global Tourism HiSTORY

Has overcome many past crises
Will do the same again



Gen	Prayut	also	said:	“The	other	most	amazing	
thing	that	the	Covid-19	crisis	has	shown	me	is	
how	many	great	people	there	are	out	there,	at	

every	level,	with	great	ideas,	great	
capabili2es,	great	energy,	and	an	unbounded	

willingness	to	work	for	their	country.”		



Three of the greatest communicators 
in Thai tourism history



1 TAT Chairman and Government spokesman 
Mechai Viravaidhya





2
Thai Airways President Chatrachai 

Bunya-ananta



3
General Manager of The Oriental, 

Kurt Wachtveitl



Their skill and talents bore fruit  
thanks to teamwork and strong 

support from people above and below



Above 

Prime Minister 
Gen Prem Tinsulanonda

Prime Minister
 Anand Panyarachun



Below

Khun Chitdee 
Rangvara

Khun Pornsri 
Luphaiboon

Khun Angkana 
Kalantananda



So, back to today….



Thailand’s Victory over the Virus

1) Medical Expertise 
2) Leadership
3) Precise Communication



Quotes from CCSA spokesperson:

“You have to be skilled in (probing the) personal history of patients to 
understand their background. And you have to be apt at using 

language.” 



“A sense of fear, panic and misunderstanding had to be transformed 
into courage and action.When the public is in the right frame of mind, 

they are willing to accept the message. It requires wholehearted 
public cooperation.”



Travel & Tourism communications is 
still in the “Old Normal” era

“New Normal” badly needed here, too 



In the past: “Understand 
Your Customer”

REset Your Mindset 

Today: Understand Your 
Operating Environment 



1) Understand the country



2) Understand the region



3) Understand Travel & Tourism



5) Understand your Destination



6) Understand the SDGs



7) Understand your product



8) Understand your people



9) Understand yourself 



10) Focus not on what is changing 
but on what is 

NOT CHANGING

AND WILL NEVER CHANGE



Peace, love, friendship, happiness, beauty, justice, 
compassion, humanity, goodness

The Permanent Normal



11) Communicate not 
to sell or market your 
product but to solve a 

problem



Finally, a few personal 
reflections on the future of 

travel in an unstable, 
insecure and volatile world.



To get Quality Tourists, support Quality 
Communicators

If you want Quantity, support “Bloggers and 
Influencers” 

If you want Quality, support quality debate and critical 
thinking to avert The Great Global Dumbing Down

Re-direct marketing to Quality media, NGOs, 
specialised journals and others working for wider 

causes



REalise that Covid-19 was NOT a Health 
Crisis but a National Security Crisis

Fought and curbed with the same tools 
and strategies used in regular warfare

Manage your Communications in the 
same way
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